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Social media and online reputation – how to gather 

preferences of your target group 
(1.30h)  

 
Through a simple case scenario, we follow steps to generate ideas and understand how to 
practically think of a specific target group and define the best decision-making process in 
developing objectives and critically reflect on data which are needed according to a 
business objective. In this way, afterwards, participants will be able to see how social 
media are tools that are adjusted to the objectives that one has, does not matter whether 
a business, a project, a personal initiative. 

 
Launching a new product - Case study “Think PUP!” 
 
	“THINK	PUP	is	a	one-stop	puppy	owner	shop,	and	the	only	place	on	the	web	to	buy	high-
quality,	attractive	apparel	for	the	modern	day	dog	owner.	They've	nailed	down	the	most	
popular	breeds	to	bring	all	dog	lovers	apparel	that	they'd	be	proud	to	wear.”	
Think PUP is about to launch online a new t-shirt product. Before that, they want to see 
what the public needs and wants, which are the trends and preferences. 
Let`s help them decide! 
 
Create a questionnaire to gather the public preferences and needs. 
 
Step 1 – Identify the most important fields of interest 
Think of several fields of interest (general domains) for which you want to gather 
information, and which will influence your product launch. 
Examples: public likes and dislikes, reasons for purchase interest, usage perceptions, 
preferred ‘companion’ products, price range, buying and delivery preferences, etc. 
 
Step 2 – Generate relevant questions related to the fields of interest 
For each field of interest, think of at least 3 relevant questions you would ask your public 
to gather relevant information. 
 
Step 3 – Assessing the validity of the questions 
The trainer collects all the groups` contributions to the questionnaire, and together with 
the participants, she/he will discuss them, assessing the validity of the fields of interest and 
questions then select the most relevant questions for collecting information to be used for 
the product launch. 
 
Step 4 – Creation and dissemination of the online questionnaire 
Using the selection of the most relevant questions, the trainer will create a Google form or 
Monkey survey (or can simply write on a flip chart) to be answered by all the participants, 
in order to create the first opinion pool for the product launch.  
 



 

 

Step 5 – Results presentation and short analysis 
Once the questions are answered, the trainer will show the questionnaire results to the 
participants, and she/he will discuss with them possible ways to analyse, interpret and use 
them in the new product launch. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Annex 2 –  

Generate ideas and enhance your creativity! 
(1.30h)  

The general objective of this activity is to confront the learner to a random and unexpected 
situation. He or she will have to imagine and create “digital content” with specific criteria 
that he or she will pick up from a box.  
As well as developing reactivity, this exercise is also helpful to demonstrate the need to 
adapt content creation to several criteria (sell or communication, audience, social media).  
Using gamification in the learning process will reduce the stress and doubt often expressed 
by new learners. They will have to react quickly without so much information. 
 

 
Step 1 – tips for content creation  
 
With the help of the Powerpoint presentation- The trainer will present a wide range of tips 
on content creation. For instance: What is the best social media to reach teenagers? What is 
the best communication to sell a product? To sell a service? How do you use Facebook to 
communicate? Instagram?  
 
The objective of the opening presentation is not to give a complete lecture on content 
creation but rather to make learners understand the basic process.  
 
Step 2 – template usage  
 Game set-up - Each learner receives a template (see below). This template comprises 4 
squares called “Criteria” and 1 square called “Draw your content”. 

The trainer has prepared ‘post-its’ with different colours- (according to the list below or in the 
attached pdf). Each learner has to pick up four post-its and post them on his or her template. 

 These four criteria (type of audience, social media to use, product or service to sell, and 
budget…) define the content to create. 
Then, according to the tips received during the first step of the exercise, learners will have 20 
minutes to draw the content/ post they would create in a similar situation. 
 
Step 3 – discussion  
 
Each learner has to present his/ her content to the class. The trainer provides feedback and 
input. He/she will evaluate the reactivity of the students according to the criteria that may be 
contradictory between them. The objective is to test creativity, reactivity, and basic 
knowledge of content creation, at the same time.  
The aim is to understand these aspects before going online! 



 

 

Worksheet  
 

Box number 1:    
 

Facebook/ Instagram/ WordPress/ LinkedIn/ Choose your 
Social Media  

Box number 2:  Sell a car/ Sell a toothpaste/ Sell an accounting service/ Sell a 
t-shirt/ Sell a caterer service  

Box number 3: You are not allowed to use pictures/ You are not allowed  to 
use word description/ You are allowed to spend money on 
advert- use it wisely / You must developed a content useable 
on every platform/ You must offer a variety of content for 
each day of the week  

Box number 4:  Audience to reach: teenagers/ Audience to reach: seniors/ 
Audience to reach: housekeeper/ Audience to reach: 
business men or women/ Audience to reach: children  

 
 

  

 

    

 

Criterion 1 

Generate your content:  

Criterion 2 Criterion 3 Criterion 4 



 

 

 
 

Annex 3 – Social media code of conduct 
(1h)  

 
Through a simple in-class exercise, the trainer introduces examples of good and bad 
campaigning, and ask participants how they would do. In this way, elements of integrity, 
moral behaviour, transparency are introduced. 

 
Step 1 – Identify the basic elements of campaigning 
The trainer presents on the screen different good and bad examples of ads / campaigns 
without introducing the topic. 
Step 2 – Reflection  
Participants write down their thoughts on post-in notes and stick them to flipchart 
(individually) 
Step 3 – Collection and discussion 
The trainer reviews the sticky notes and initiate a debate on the results (topics: sexism, 
racism, effectiveness vs. reinforcing stereotypes) 
Step 4 – Generation of ideas  
The trainer invites participants to a discussion, asking the question: What are the principles 
of a good communication campaign? 
Step 5 – confirmation and update 
The trainer summarizes the discussion and present some additional elements explaining 
principles of good / fair campaigns. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
Annex 4 – Social media management practice  

as a daily routine 
(1h)  

 
Through a simple in-class exercise, participants get familiar with the way of thinking of a 
social media manager, trying to define how they would plan their day if they had to 
promote a specific activity. In this way, they get to understand the main elements of the 
practice of a social media editor. 

 
Step 1 – Introduction of the case study (5 minutes) 
The trainer presents the objective of a campaign – improve the human image of an 
association to raise funds for students’ scholarship. Participants are asked to develop a 
social media plan and to define a strategy, it does not matter whether it is a complex or 
small one, as long as it makes sense and reaches the specific goal. The trainer can divide 
the participants by groups of 4 people. 
Step 2 – Generation of ideas through social media schemes (15 minutes) 
Participants have to create a social media calendar and develop an example of how they 
would create contents and under which strategy. 
Step 3 – Presentation (5 minutes each group) 
Each group will present its strategy and each group will take notes.  
Step 4 – Discussion (rest of the time) 
The trainer invites participants to a discussion, asking what they think, whether the 
campaign would be effective, etc. Groups will comment each other’s campaign and develop 
new solutions together. The trainer will summarise the discussion and define strong and 
weak points to improve the understanding of the role of a social media manager. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 

Assessment tool for online reputation 
(1 h)  

 
Through this table, you can check how a specific project has a good strategy and whether 
its pages are well-kept and defined. You can also use the table to self-assess whether your 
project is on the right track. 

 
Materials: 
 

1) Discover the online reputation of a project 
Discover where the audience actively participates on social media to 
understand the biggest area of opportunity. 

 
 Project 
Name  
Social media followers following 

Facebook    

Twitter    

LinkedIn    

Pinterest    

Instagram    

Snapchat    

Tik Tok   

 



 

 

 

 
Guiding questions: 

• What are the most popular social networks? 
• Do you think their social media pages are used differently? 
• Why do you think they do or don’t have specific social media pages? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
2) Discover the online reputation of the selected project 
Define from 1 to 5 each topic. 
1 = lack of presence or insufficient features 
2 = sufficient features 
3 = on the average 
4 = great features 
5 = excellent elements 
 

 
Project   

Name 
 

 
 
WEB-PAGE 

 

The webpage is neat & trustworthy  
The webpage is easy to navigate  
I didn’t have to wait much when I click   
The webpage has an e-commerce  
The webpage is updated with fresh 
news/photos 

 
The FAQ section is clear  
The webpage uses https:// protocol  
Media and contents are attractive   
When I search for it online the 
webpage goes before the social 
media 

 

In case of e-commerce, it is easy to 
book & retrieve information about 
booking 

 

They feature partners they work with  
 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA 

 

Social media are well-kept with updated 
information 

 



 

 

The calendar & the themes on social 
media seem clear 

 
From the social, it is easy to explore 
the mood of the company 

 
The comments and the reactions are 
lively 

 
 
 

 
REVIEWS  
They feature articles/reviews on 
specialised magazines 

 
They have Google My Business which 
is up-to-date with photos 

 
They have positive reviews on Google 
My Business 

 
They answer to negative reviews on 
Google My Business 

 
They have reviews on social media  
 
 
TOTAL SCORE 

 
 

 
 
Guiding questions: 

• Are media & the website well-kept in general? What sort of feeling have you 
had from the project you have selected? 

• What is the public they are directed to? Is it clear? 
• Why do you think they do or don’t have specific social media pages? 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 



 

 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Social media self-assessment capacity 

 
With this simple exercise, you can assess your current status of capacities in social media 
management. We want you to answer according to your skills and then draw your figure 
according to the numbers you have filled in! 

 
Self-assessment grid on content creation 
 
In the following questionnaire:  
 
If you would have to define yourself- you would rather go with the quote:   
“…..” 
Digital Content production:  
 

1) None of the below  
2) I can produce simple digital content (e.g. text, tables, images, audio files) in at least 

one format using digital tools. 
3) I can produce complex digital content in different formats (e.g. text, tables, images, 

audio files). I can use tools/editors for creating a web page or blog using templates 
(e.g. WordPress). 

4) I can produce or modify complex, multimedia content in different formats, using a 
variety of digital platforms, tools, and environments. I can create a website using a 
programming language. 
 

Other content edition:  
 

1) None of the below 
2) I can make basic editing to content produced by others. 
3) I can apply basic formatting (e.g. insert footnotes, charts, tables) to the content I or 

others have produced. 
4) I can use advanced formatting functions of different tools (e.g. mail merge, merging 

documents of different formats, using advanced formulas, macros). 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
Copyright in content creation:  
 

1) None of the below 
2) I know that content can be covered by copyright. 
3) I know how to reference and reuse content covered by copyright 
4) I know how to apply licences and copyrights. 

 
Software and Programming:  
 

1) None of the below 
2) I can apply and modify simple functions and settings of software and applications 

that I use (e.g. change default settings). 
3) I know the basics of one programming language. 
4) I can use several programming languages. I know how to design, create and modify 

databases with a computer tool. 
 
 Understanding the Audience:  
 

1) I believe that internet users are all part of the same group.    
2) I think there is a different type of profile on the internet. However, I cannot make 

the difference yet.  
3) I know several types of internet user and I am adapting my communication 

according to the audience I want to reach  
4) I can make the difference between each type of internet user. I have already a 

defined strategy for each group.  
 
Social Media Management:  
 

1) I have already used social media (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, 
Snapchat…) only a few times. I do not consider myself as a proficient user. 

2) I am connected to one or two social media. I do understand the basic of each social 
media. 

3) I am connected to three or four social media. I can adapt my communication, like 
posting or interacting in accordance with the social media I am using.  

4) I am connected to more than four social media. I am using them according to their 
specific functions and I am designing specific content for each social media.  

 
 



 

 

According to the answer you picked up, fill out the chart below. This graphic will help you 
to have a clearer view on your strengths and weaknesses in content creation.  
 
 

 
  

0
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Digital content
production

Other content edition

Copyright in content
creation

Software and
programming

Knowledge of the
audience

Social Media
Management

Content Creation: 
assess your competencies



 

 

 
 

How to review your goals
A simple and functional guidance to set up 
your social media campaign

This  s ocial media plan was  created to help s ocial marketers  refine 
their s trategies . 

The goal is  to refine your ideas  and make them a concrete s ocial 
media s trategy

This worksheet breaks down the 30-day plan week-by-week. 
Use it to track your progress and create transparency 
throughout the rest of your marketing org. 



 

 

 
 

Week 1     

Task Description Reference 
Documents 

Notes Further Reading  

Establish goals for 
social 

Give purpose to your 
social efforts by writing 
out specific goals using 
the Objectives and Key 
Results (OKR) method.   

      

        https://www.lyfemarketing.com/blog/s
ocial-media-goals/ 

Define your success 
metrics 

Decide which metrics 
will provide the right 
type of data so that you 
can determine whether 
your efforts are 
supporting business 
goals effectively.  

    https://sharpspring.com/marketing/ho
w-to-measure-social-media-success/ 

List out your challenges Make a list of the 
challenges and barriers 
you face when it comes 
to social media 
marketing. 

    
 

Brainstorm solutions Round up your 
marketing team and 
brainstorm possible 
solutions to the 

  
  



 

 

challenges you 
previously listed. 

Analyse the 
competition  

Run a competitive 
analysis for additional 
content inspiration. 

  
 

How to perform a social media 
competitive analysis (Free template 
included) 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Week 2     

Task Description Reference 
Documents 

Notes Further Reading 

Determine your strengths 
and weaknesses 

Take a deep dive into your 
social strategy and determine 
where you are successful and 
where there is room for 
growth. 

    Social media SWOT 
analysis: what it is and 
how to do it 

Audit your content Run a social media audit to 
identify your best-performing 
content and most popular 
channels.  

    How to make an audit of 
your best social posts 

Create a list of relevant 
keywords 

Use social media listening tools 
to identify the keywords most 
often associated with your 
brand.  

    Social listening 

Determine your brand 
voice  

Create a brand voice that will 
help you keep a consistent 
personality across all of your 
social channels.  

  
  

Optimise your social 
profiles  

Build out your social profiles to 
align with your established 
brand voice. 

  
 

6 low-hanging social media 
optimization strategies to 
boost engagement 

      
  

 
 



 

 

Week 3     

Task Description Reference 
Documents 

Notes Further Reading 

Develop your buyer persona 
(the ideal user) 

Write down everything 
you know about your 
target customers and 
perform research to fill in 
any gaps.  

    How to use social media 
personas to boost brand 
engagement 

Listen to your audience Find out what your 
audience is talking about 
on social to inform more 
strategic marketing 
efforts.  

    How to use social listening to 
improve your marketing 
messaging 

Research industry trends 
and topics 

Schedule time for ongoing 
research to make sure 
that the content you 
produce and share aligns 
with the current interests 
of your community. 

    How to create a must-see 
social content strategy with 
trendspotting 

Connect with other 
departments 

Reach out to internal 
stakeholders outside of 
your marketing 
department to help 
brainstorm content ideas.  

  
  

Choose your content types Think about the types of 
content that will benefit your 
brand the most, while keeping 
your audience engaged. 

  
 

The greatest hits: 
Repurposing your best 
content for social media 

 



 

 

 
Week 4     

Task Description Reference 
Documents 

Notes Additional Resources 

Develop a posting 
schedule 

Look for trends between 
publishing rate and 
engagement to create a 
posting schedule for your 
priority platforms.  

    The best times to post on 
social media in 2021 

Brainstorm content ideas Gather your inspiration and 
plan out content you know 
will resonate with your 
audience. 

    How to Find Content 
Inspiration for Your Social 
Strategy [Free Worksheet] 

Gather resources Think back to the types of 
content you decided to 
incorporate into your social 
strategy and determine 
what are needed to bring 
them to life 

    Build a Business Case for 
Social Media Resources 
[Free Template] 

Create your content  Start the creation process 
and set reasonable 
timelines for project 
completion. 

  
 

How to create a social 
media calendar that works 

Optimize your content  Optimize your content so 
that your efforts don’t go 
unnoticed in consumers’ 
crowded social feeds. 

  
 

What to post on each social 
channel to stand out from 
the crowd 

      
  



 

 

 
Week 5     

Task Description Reference 
Documents 

Notes Additional Resources 

Create a call to action Determine which posts are 
meant to drive specific 
actions (demos, trials, sales, 
etc.) and include a relevant 
CTA.  

    10 Call to action phrase 
examples that increase clicks 
and conversions 

Connect to more 
resources 

Provide your audience with 
more resources (especially 
owned resources) to 
establish your brand as an 
authority in your space.  

    How to use data for content 
curation 

Amplify your efforts Think of ways you can 
amplify your messages to 
reach a larger audience. 

    How to start a brand 
ambassador program from 
scratch 

Invest in your best 
content  

Extend the reach of these 
high-performing pieces 
through paid ads.  

  
 

Paid social 101: The basics of 
running effective ads 

Engage with your 
audience 

Set aside dedicated time 
each day to respond to and 
engage with your audience 
across platforms.  

  
 

Creating Authentic 
Connections with Your 
Audience [Free Worksheet] 

      
  

 
 
 



 

 

 
Week 6     

Task Description Reference 
Documents 

Notes Further Reading  

Track your content  Use a social media 
marketing tool to track the 
performance of your social 
media content across 
platforms.  

    The most popular custom 
reporting options in Sprout 
& how to use them 

Compare results to goals Compare your results to 
the social marketing goals 
set at the beginning of the 
30-day plan to determine if 
you are on track to meet 
them.  

    Creating a Social Media 
Report to Share With Your 
Boss [Free Toolkit] 

Report out Share the results of your 
social efforts with your 
marketing team and 
leadership. 

    Why you need to share an 
executive summary of your 
social media reports with 
leadership 

Revisit and readjust your 
strategy 

Revisit your strategy, 
revise your marketing 
goals, and adapt your 
strategies based on the 
data you’ve collected. 

  
 

How to Create a Social 
Business Strategy That 
Makes an Impact in 2021 
[Free Checklist] 

Celebrate your 
transformation  

Celebrate your new 
strategy and the effort 
you’ve made to enhance 
your social marketing. 

  
  



 

 

 


